WE ARE ALL BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN THE FAMILY OF MAN
BY

Barry Austin Goodfield, Ph.D., DABFM
Loss distorts time and sometimes truth - at first there are the moments when
you are suddenly struck by the impulse to pick up the phone, to reach out
and talk to Dad or Mam about something interesting, important or just to
hear their voice or something you would like to share as you always have.
We are only issued one Mom or Dad. Experiencing or contemplating the loss
of a parent on some level is particularly difficult. Those moments speak to the
importance that a father or mother can have and the mental magnetism that
pulls thoughts, words and deeds from you as you try to adjust the loss or
impending loss. One thing is sure, the big shadow-cast by our parents never
really dies.
They linger in many ways - the fragrance of aftershave or parfum, the smell of
a cigarette, pipe or cigar, a home cooked dish. Sounds are also powerful as
well - the laugh of a stranger, the funny sound that was uniquely when (s)he
coughed or sneezed or simply cleared the throat to speak.
One thing is sure these memories penetrate deep into our souls weaving
some of the fabric of our personality with advice and judgment about
thought and actions regarding our world and, the way we should comply,
conform or confront the issues we confront. Of course, the consequence of
failing to act are not overworked.
Every person, who lives long enough, will experience the loss of someone
who filled the role of a parent in truth or fantasy. Inspiring, and sometimes
intimidating but always guiding us to the very end. So it is that the powerful
impact of the loss of a parent passes into us. To some it becomes a gift to
others a burden. One thing is sure regardless of the nature of the relationship
– a parent influences our role and view of reality. When we listen carefully
we can hear and feel influences - the words and wisdom to fall into our
reverie…
A parent is never gone (s)he is just in another dimension prolong in our
unconscious ready to influence, comment and sometimes to cajole – guiding
us to be a good person to be a better son or daughter.
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It is important to be very sure to say all the things that you want to say that
you might not have said earlier in your contact as you grew up. What is
usually the first things that comes to mind?
Did I tell I love him/her? Did I ask that burning question about something I
always wanted to know but were reluctant or even frightened to ask? Looking
back perhaps there is usually a wonderful story that captures the essence of
the life you’ve shared together. Those silly little stories can have great
meaning as a metaphor for how well your parents did their job in your
opinion.
No parent is perfect. No parent - a paragon of virtue, they are however,
profound teachers providing tools to use when negotiating and navigating
times and challenges faced throughout our passing days and years.
Life’s powerful but fragile cycle, reinforces the importance of living life fully
today— cherishing and sharing moments cradled deep within us. This forms
the fabric that inspires, creates and encompasses the love and caring within
us. Conversely, it can be part of the explanation for our anger, sadness, and
feelings of loss that are masked in our daily relationships with others.
Although you may be a stranger to me – know this - none of us are strangers.
We all have shared, suffered or rejoice in the fabulous gifts we received from
our parents.
As a psychotherapist I have met many people with maladaptive strategies
child or adult, young or old. Perfection is an illusion, a wish, a hope and,
ultimately the fantasy as elusive as perfection itself.
We are all brothers and sisters in the family of man in that
sense none of us are strangers. The sooner we can grasp and
incorporate this reality in our daily interactions the sooner our
life, our world, will become a better place with room and
justice for us all.
Reality is a patch work quilt composed of conscious and
unconscious fragmented memories stitched together by time –
organized, analyzed and configured by conscious and
unconscious imprints of our elusive perception of life. Still
there is only one Mom or Dad.
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